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Introduction 
 
1. Waipa District Council (“Waipa”) thanks the Productivity Commission (“the 

Commission”) for the opportunity to provide feedback on the ‘Better Urban 
Planning’ issues paper (“the paper”). Waipa supports the development of a new 
planning framework that enables councils to be agile, and that better supports 
growth and investment, while still valuing and protecting our environment. 
 

2. This submission addresses Waipa’s preliminary views on some of the issues raised by 
the Commission. Waipa looks forward to providing additional comments on the 
Commission’s draft report which is due to be released in July 2016. 

 
3. This submission represents the views of the Mayor and elected members of the 

Waipa District Council. 

Urban design and aesthetics 
  
4. The Commission has asked: 

 
Q2- What is the appropriate role of planning in controlling land use for design or aesthetic 
reasons? 

5. The paper has noted that the expanding scope of planning means that regulation is 
increasingly likely to restrict or control land for aesthetic purposes, and that what 
constitutes ‘good design’ is inherently subjective. 
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6. From a first principles point of view, Waipa considers that it is appropriate to control 
land use for design or aesthetic reasons. However, a distinction should be made 
between people’s rights to construct dwellings in any manner they see fit1 versus 
controlling design or aesthetics to: 

a) Maintain historic heritage; 

b) Maintain character within central business districts (CBDs); or 

c) Maintain character around key community facilities (i.e. significant reserves). 
 
7. Historic heritage, CBDs, and key community facilities contribute to the key fabric of a 

town/city and an area’s uniqueness, and livability. Additionally, well-designed, 
attractive CBDs encourage economic development.  
 

8. While Waipa acknowledges that controls should be reasonable and not unduly cost-
prohibitive, councils need to be able to balance these considerations against what is 
best for a community both now and in the future. In the absence of controls, the 
market will often fail to deliver the community’s aspirations, as financial 
considerations will in many cases override aesthetic or character considerations. 

 
9. The following example shows how urban design/ aesthetic considerations can 

deliver positive changes for both the community and a developer. In this example, a 
mixed-use commercial and residential development was proposed in the CBD. The 
residential development was located on the first floor, with retail/office shops on 
the ground floor.  
 

10. The design as first submitted proposed a large stairwell2 which dominated the 
street, and a partial awning. The final design (refer to third picture) shows the 
stairwell removed, the ‘bulk’ of the building significantly reduced, and a continuous 
awning along the building.  The re-design resulted in a reduction of overall scale and 
improved symmetry and aesthetics.  
 
Picture 1: First plan submitted – large, bulky stairwell, lack of continuous awning. 

 

1 Where for example, there are no heritage values to be maintained. 
2 To service the residential units. 
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Picture 2: Second plan submitted – large, bulky stairwell, but addition of continuous awning. 

 
 
Picture 3: Third plan submitted – Stairwell removed, continuous awning, overall reduction in bulk 

 

Land use regulation and infrastructure planning 
 
11. The Commission has noted that there are a raft of integration problems between the 

Local Government Act (LGA), Resource Management Act (RMA) and Land Transport 
Management Act (LTMA); and that this lack of integration can lead to uncertainty 
about the likelihood and timing of new development capacity being made available. 
 

12. Waipa agrees with these observations and supports a new framework that addresses 
these issues and enables councils to be both more responsive and reduce 
compliance costs.  

Consultation 
 

13. The Commission has asked: 
 
Q9 - What principles around consultation and public participation should the Commission 

consider in the design of a new urban planning system? 

Q10 – Thinking beyond the existing planning system, what should be the appropriate level 
of consultation in making land use rules or taking planning decisions? 

14. Waipa considers that in some cases, third-party involvement in RMA consenting 
processes are too wide-ranging, however it is noted that the government is currently 
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proposing amendments to the RMA to limit the extent of some of those rights. 
Those proposed amendments are generally supported3.  
 

15. However, while it is appropriate to limit the extent of third-party consultation (as per 
the proposed amendments to the RMA), it is our view that appeal rights and judicial 
review rights must be retained. 

 
Natural hazards 
 
16. The Commission has asked: 
 

Q9 – Who should bear the risk of building in areas where natural hazards may occur? 
 

17. It is Waipa’s view that the responsibility should rest firmly with those parties who 
choose to build in areas where natural hazards may occur.   

Alternative approaches  

Private Bargaining 
 

18. The Commission has asked: 
 

Q21 – Would there be benefits in a future planning system, making more provision for 
private lawsuits and bargaining to resolve disputes over land use? In what 
circumstances would lawsuits and bargaining be beneficial? 

 
19. Waipa does not consider there is merit in this approach4. Although this approach 

would reduce council involvement in disputes (and therefore reduce costs to the 
community), this would be at the expense of the sector of society who cannot afford 
to fund private lawsuits.  

Tradable development rights 
 

20. The Commission has asked: 
 

Q23 – Would there be benefit in tradable development rights, tradable permits and 
environmental offsets playing a stronger role in a future urban planning system? In what 
circumstances? 
 

3 In particular, allowing submissions to be struck out on the grounds that they are frivolous, vexatious, or 
without merit; allowing a ‘limited notified’ plan making process; and limiting consultation for some types of 
activities to immediately adjoining properties. 
4 With the exception of ‘side agreements’ which are provided for in the current planning regime. 
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21. As the Commission has noted in its paper, Waipa’s Proposed District Plan5 allows 
transferable development rights (TDRs) for subdivisions in the Rural Zone. 
Essentially, these provisions allow TDRs where there is an environmental benefit as a 
result of the subdivision. For this reason, TDRs are only provided for where a ‘right to 
subdivide’ is transferred from a ‘sensitive’ location to a ‘non-sensitive’ location6; and 
where an environmental feature (i.e. a Significant Natural Area (“SNA”)) is protected 
in perpetuity. 
 

22. It is noted that the scope of tradable development rights in the paper is wider than 
simply applying the process to subdivisions, and encompasses the ability to trade 
rights for bulk and location infringements.  
 

23. As Waipa successfully utilizes a TDR process, we consider that there are benefits to 
providing for tradable development rights and support mechanisms that encourage 
their use. However, we note that there is nothing currently preventing councils from 
allowing the trading of ‘bulk and location’ rights to occur via rules (and appropriate 
zoning) in their District Plans.  

Private covenants 
 
24. The Commission has asked:   

 
Q22- Should more decisions about land use rules be made by property owners privately 
(for example through covenants)? 
 

25. This alternative approach involves private land use regulation using covenants 
(“deed titles”) which prescribe the size, location and other features of housing, 
rather than traditional zone-based planning.  
 

26. Waipa sees advantages and disadvantages in this approach. Advantages include 
people agreeing upfront to covenant rules, and because of this; potentially less need 
for enforcement. Disadvantages include potential effects such an approach would 
have on the amenity and character of communities, and a lack of integrated spatial 
planning (and potentially infrastructure funding issues) in the absence of zoning. 
 

27. On balance, Waipa considers that covenants are appropriate in limited 
circumstances, however they should not be used as a method of spatial planning7. In 
addition, as per our previous submission to the Commission on its ‘Using Land for 

5 Similar provisions were also provided for in Waipa’s Operative District Plan. 
6 For example, transferring a right to subdivide from an Outstanding Landscape to an area located outside an 
Outstanding Landscape. 
7 In replacement of zoning, for example. 
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Housing’ report, we reiterate the effects private covenants8 can have on affordable 
housing. 
 

 
 
 
For enquiries regarding this submission please contact: 
 
Terrena Kelly 
Principal Policy Advisor  
terrena.kelly@waipadc.govt.nz 
phone: 07 872 0048 
 
 
 
 

8 Which mandate, among other things, minimum dwelling sizes, materials and other design features. 
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